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OPTIONS CATERING VILLA VIGOR 

 Fresh breakfast, 15 euro p.p. (excl. 12% VAT), luxurious breakfast 20 euro p.p.  
 Meetingarrangement with fresh fruits, cake, Belgian chocolates, 10 euro p.p/day. Coffee and tea is made for 

you at arrival and you can make more yourselves during the day. Also water and juice is included in this 
arrangement (excl. 12% VAT) 

 Soup and an assortiment of luxurious breads (15 euro p.p.)  
 Homemade soup and salads with quiches (17 euro p.p); desert (6 euro p.p) 
 Rich cheesemeal (18 euro p.p.) 
 Fridge filled with Belgian beers; 1,5 euro per consumption for the casual beer and juices, 2-3 euro for special 

beers, white and red wine for 12 euro a bottle, cava available 

 Barbecue based on selfbaking or with bakingservice – delivered at the house from 16 euro p.p. on 

ALTERNATIVE: EATING OUTSIDE 

Peer has a few nice restaurants: 

 Fleurie, finest Limburgian restaurant in 2015 
 Het stadhuis: nice bistro 

EXTRA SERVICES 

 2 flipcharts, beamer and soundbar (included) 
 Table round in the living room, little tables to split up in several groups, a separate meeting room in a barn with 

chairs and/or tables and beamer  
 Rent of bathlinen: 7 euro p.p.  

TIME TO RELAX 

 Walks in the natural parks of Mullemer Bemden (at 1.5 km from Villa vigor) and Resterheide (at 3km).  
 2000km numbered bikingtrails – rent a bike for 15 euro a day, an electrical one for 25 euro a day 
 A petanquelane, a campfire, tabletennis, airhockey footballgames at our place 
 Guide alpaca’s troughout a parcours with obstructions on our field (1h activity, 220 euro) 
 A yoga-workshop – a laughing work-out or a Nia-dance-workout within Villa Vigor (nice meeting breaks with a 

splendid teacher) – 130 euro an hour 
 A teambuilding together with buitenbusiness.nl, with Equioa or with an alpacafarm (6-camp) 
 Teambuilding with Farmfun (15 km from our place) on a farm between the cows 
 Rent quads at Molenheide, kart or play bowling in Meeuwen-Gruitrode or take a visit to the brewery Ter Dolen 

or to C-mine to explore the colemining history 
 A creative workshop in ceramics or chocolat 
 Guided teambuilding on topics such as communication, leadership, organisational development 
 Alpaca-agility for leadership programs (1h, 220 euro), laughing workshop (1,5u), a dance workshop, a 

guitarplayer at the campfire,… 
 A visite to a local brewery with tasting and even the possibility to escape the escaperoom in a nice castle (max 

7 persons/group, 3 groups possible in half a day) 
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